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NEWS IN BRIEF

It’s Time to Vote! Local Locations to
Drop off Your Ballots

It’s time to exercise your right to vote! Ballots for the
2022 Primary Election have been sent via USPS and there are
multiple locations you can drop off your vote-by-mail ballots.
Before you drop them off, remember to sign and date the back of
the return envelope! Voters can drop off their ballots until 8 pm
on Election Day, June 7. Below are the following locations for
drop off:
-Encino Tarzana Library (18231 Ventura Blvd.)
-Tarzana Recreation Center (5655 Vanalden Ave.)
-Reseda Recreation Center (18411 Victory Blvd.)
-Encino Park (16953 Ventura Blvd.)
-Balboa Sports Center (17015 Burbank Blvd.)
-West Valley Regional Library (19036 Vanowen St.)

Music Night at Tarzana Community
and Cultural Center June 3

Tarzana Community and Cultural Center will be hosting
another Music Night on Friday, June 3, from 7 to 10 pm. Their
signature show features local singer-songwriters performing
original songs and covers. Musical guests include Kathy and
Marc Sanders, Raspin Stuwart, Art Podell, JaKL, Tracy Newman,
Chelsea and Sean, Dave Morrison, Paula Fong, 12-Gauge Wire,
Craig Lincoln, Ken Holme, Jay Asher and Claire Bloom. There
will even be special guest Ric Taylor, who will be performing a
20-minute set at 8 pm. Tickets are just $5 and can be purchased
at the door or at mytarzana.org. There will also be snacks and
beverages available for purchase.

Community Volunteers Nominated for
Fernando Awards
The Board of Directors of the Fernando Award
Foundation recently announced the 16 nominees for this year’s
awards program honoring volunteer service in the greater San
Fernando Valley. The nominees are as follows: Maria Barron,
Michael Benedetto, Victor Berrellez, Armida ColmenaresStafford, Steve Fazio,
Jeff Friedman, Theresa Jackson, Don
Larson, Carole Loweree, Tammy Scher, Jane Skeeter, Kathleen
Sterling, Kevin Tamaki, David Tuckman, Sharon Udkoff and
Jessica Yasukochi.
From this group of nominees, five finalists for the
Fernando Award will be announced during a reception on June
23rd and the individual award recipient will be announced during
the annual gala on September 9th at the Skirball Cultural Center
in Los Angeles.

The Drought and Fire Danger

With
watering
restrictions in place across the
state - two days a week in Los
Angeles, residents are concerned
about the fall out effects of the
drought and fire danger.
Those impacted by the
Woolsey Fire are particularly
concerned, given the dry brush
on the hillsides and the dying
vegetation in their own yards.
Are their homes at
greater risk? Will there be enough
water to fight any fires this
summer?
No and yes, says LA City
Fire spokesman Brian Humphrey.
According to Humphrey,
homeowners must maintain
the same level of defensible
space around their homes,
even if it requires “some more
maintenance.”
“As far as the city is
concerned there are no exceptions.
Homeowners must control the
dead and dying vegetation and
keep it away from their homes,”
he said. Dead and dry lawns must
be maintained or excavated, extra
brush removed.
“This is not the first
drought we’ve had,” said
Humphrey. “It’s a matter of
common sense. We urge people
to look at their homes for fire
hazards - abandoned vehicles,
dead brush within 200 feet of

the home, cars parked on lawns,
etc.”
As to fire-fighting itself,
Humphrey offered assurances
there would be enough water
supply
to
fight
Southern
California fires. He explained that
the fire department uses less water
than you might imagine. “A lot of
our work in wildfires is with hand
tools, establishing perimeters.”
He
said
the
fire
department is also working to
conserve water, using less in
training and using water smartly.
“As long as you have tap
water still running, hydrants are
still working. They won’t run dry
at this time.”
With regards to local
water supplies that were used
during the Woolsey Fire for
fire fighting helicopters, such
as Westlake Lake and the Las
Virgenes
Municipal
Water
District’s Reservoir, Humphrey
said, “We don’t expect them to go
dry. We have no concerns about
the water supply - if that should
change we’d issue an advisory.”
Firebreak
Protection
Systems Inc., a private firefighting
company, is recommending that
all concerned homeowners who
live in high risk areas know and
follow the “Ready, Set, Go” plan
put together by fire departments.   
Firebreak is on a

24/7 watch for wildfires. They
are
employed by insurance
companies to add an extra layer
of protection to their clients
during a major wildfire. They
recommend that you are prepared
to leave immediately. Residents
should prepare by signing up
for emergency alerts, knowing
evacuation routes, having a gobag and respirator mask on hand,
and readying an inside space
where you can deploy an air
cleaner or filter.
Firebreak’s Eddie Hosch
recommends
the
following
actions if you are notified a
wildfire is nearby:
• Listen to local news
and social media for reports and
evacuation information
• Back your car into the
garage or park it in an open space
facing the direction of escape
• Close garage windows
and doors, but leave them
unlocked
• Arrange temporary
housing
If you are enrolled in
Firebreak’s Private Wildfire
Protection Services Program,
they will be monitoring your
home for wildfire threats, and
during a wildfire event, will be on
scene checking for risks to your
home and taking proper action
when required.
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* Join the Encino Farmer’s Market on Sunday, June 19, as
they partner with American Red Cross for a local blood drive. The
need for donations is never-ending! Visit redcrossblood.org and use
code “ONEgeneration” to sign up for your life-saving appointment.
* Join the Tarzana Community and Cultural Center on
Thursday, June 30, at 7 pm as they kick off their new TED Talk-style
speaker series “Tarzana Talks!” with professional dream interpreter
Jefferson Harman. Come hear his presentation and watch as he
interprets dreams – maybe yours? - live on the spot. Tickets are just
$20 and can be purchased at mytarzana.org.
* The Encino Neighborhood Council will be holding their
monthly Planning and Land Use Committee meeting on Tuesday, June
14, at 7 pm. For more info, visit encinonc.org.
* Connect with nature while walking to help raise critical
funds for The Adult Skills Center (TASC), a nonprofit supporting
individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities. TASC’s
5K Walk Fundraiser is happening on Saturday, June 11, in memory of
Allison “Alli” Tucker at Lake Balboa Park. Check-in and registration
opens at 9 am, walk begins at 10 and concludes with music, games and
food. Register and raise funds at secure.qgiv.com/event/tasc5k2022.
* Shop local and support local farmers! The Sherman Oaks
Farmers Market is held every Tuesday, from 2 to 6 pm at Westfield
Fashion Square and the Encino Farmer’s Market is held from Sunday,
from 8 am to 1 pm at 17400 Victory Blvd. at the Sepulveda Basin
Recreation Area.
* Artist Laurel Koss brings three sewing projects to the
Encino Tarzana Library that will benefit animals, shelters, adoptions
and spay and neuter clinics. Join her on Tuesday, June 14, at 4 pm to
learn how to make easy pet blankets (sew and no-sew) or learn to make
TNR covers for the spay and neuter volunteers of Fix Nation. Finished
items will be collected for local shelters and clinics. Email ecalla@
lapl.org to reserve your space at our in-person program or join us at
home via Zoom.
* The San Fernando Valley Male Chorus celebrates 65 years
of singing together. Please join them for a concert on Sunday, June
12, at 2:30 pm at St. James Presbyterian Church (19414 Ventura
Blvd., Tarzana). For tickets call Bob Banta at 818-888-8345 or e-mail
buckeyerpb@socal.rr.com or chetdevin@aol.com. Tickets are $20.
* The annual Spring Iris Sale will be happening at the Encino
Farmer’s Market on Sunday, June 12, from 8 am to 1 pm. Learn about
the varieties that thrive in the San Fernando Valley, are drought-tolerant
in your garden and gorgeous!
* A Faery Hunt returns to Los Encinos State Historic Park on
Saturday, June 11, at 10:30 am. These shows are interactive, immersive
performances designed for young audiences and families to inspire
imaginations. On this magical adventure you’ll meet faeries and funny
creatures, maybe even Faery Royalty! Tickets can be purchased by
calling 818-324-6802, emailing reservations@afaeryhunt.com or
visiting stores.afaeryhunt.com/store-catalog.

People in the News
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Two Crespi Alumni to Be Honored at Inaugural Excellence
in Leadership Awards

The
Crespi
Excellence in Leadership
Award, an inaugural awards
ceremony,
will
honor
two alumni who exhibit
leadership and service in
their everyday lives. They
are moral and spiritual,
lifelong
learners,
and
dedicated to the service
of others: the tenets of a
Crespi Man.
To be celebrated
on Saturday, June 18, are
alumni David DiTomaso
(Class of ‘74) and Michael
Zepf (Class of ‘77).
DiTomaso is being
honored for his commitment to
Crespi’s distinctive mission of
educating young men and his
service to the Board of Directors
as the longest-serving board
member and board chair. Prior
to being selected as the first
alumnus to lead Crespi’s Board,
he was active on the Alumni,
Governance, Hall of Fame, and
Golf Tournament committees.
DiTomaso was part of
the group that developed VISION
2020 and the subsequent 5 Phase
Master Plan. As a member
of the Board of Directors, he
also played an integral role in
the
development,
planning,
fundraising, and completion of
three major projects: The Fine
Arts Building, The Technology &
Resource Center (TRC) and the

* May 2021: Not allowed to travel more than five miles. May
2022: Can’t afford to travel more than five miles. Oh, how times have
changed!
* Wise words from a local librarian. “People are like books:
Some deceive you with their cover and others surprise you with their
content.”
* Sign seen at a local beer tavern: “The fact that there’s a
highway to Hell and only a staircase to Heaven says a lot about
anticipated traffic numbers.”
* Which is the most desired summer body this year? The
antibody.
David DiTomaso
largest capital campaign project
in school history, The Robinson
Family Aquatics Center.
Zepf
distinguished
himself as an Air Force
Commander, an expert aviator
and command pilot, a Pentagon
staff member, and a Special
Olympics Coach for almost three
decades. The father of a son with
autism and developmental and
health challenges, Zepf founded
Zeponic Farms, whose mission
is to increase the availability of
local farm-fresh produce to the
community while employing and
empowering the Special Needs
community through therapeutic
farming and purposeful work.
Hosted by the Crespi
Alumni Office,   the two will be

Encino Chamber President to Be
Honored at Small Business Awards

Waltona Manion, of
Waltona Manion & Associates,
and current president of the
Encino Chamber of Commerce,
will be honored at this Friday’s
United Chamber of Commerce’s
small
business
recognition
awards ceremony.
A
public
relations
consultant with more than two
decades experience in advising

clients,
Waltona
Manion’s
diverse client work has included
American Express, the Morongo
Band of Mission Indians, Tutor
Saliba,
Price
Waterhouse,
California First Bank, Grubb &
Ellis and Ringling Brothers.
Named among Who’s
Who of Business Women, Manion
chaired the Business Advisory
Council for SDSU’s School of
Business Administration.
She was awarded the
Public Relations Society of
America’s most prestigious
national honor – the Silver Anvil
award.
The
International
Special Events Society also
recognized Manion with major
awards in logistics, marketing
events and invitation design.
She has also been honored by
the National Indian Gaming
Association and in California
for her work in protecting tribal
gaming rights.

Michael Zepf
honored at the Woodland Hills
Country Club ceremony on
Saturday, June 18, at 5 pm.
For
tickets,
visit
e.givesmart.com/events/ref.

* How about some summer jokes for the kiddos?
		
-What do you do if you get rejected from the
sunscreen company? Reapply!
		
-What is white when it’s dirty and black when it’s
clean? A blackboard.
- Do fish go on summer vacation? No, because
they’re always in school!
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Word on the Street

By Kathleen Sterling
Texas has some of the
most restrictive abortion laws in
the nation, all designed to prohibit
“destroying the vitality or life of a
child.”
They include:
-Mandatory ultrasound
imaging
-Parental consent and
notification for minors
-Four prior visits to a
doctor
-The ability to sue
private citizens who “aid and
abet”
-Imprisonment for the
doctor performing illegal abortion
-Penalty for failure to
report
However, Texas has
some of the most relaxed guns
laws in the nation. You can
carry a gun at 18. You can carry
a handgun in a public place
without a license to carry. There
are no restrictions on who can
carry a long gun such as a rifle or
shotgun.
Last week, while the
NRA was holding their convention
in Houston, an 18-year-old Texas
resident killed 19 and wounded
17 others at a local school. His
mother worried about his mental
state, but he legally bought an
AK47 at a licensed gun shop. So
the question arises, when does
love of life trump love of guns?

In a perfect world, Texas
and other states with loose gun
laws, would apply the same rules:
-Mandatory
prescreening for mental instability,
warning signs and red flags
-Parental consent and
notification if a minor attempts to
buy a gun
-Four prior visits to the
gun shop to determine the reason
for the purchase
-The ability to sue the
person or store who sells a gun
-Imprisonment for the
dealer who sells an automatic rifle
to a minor
-Penalty
for
not
reporting who is buying an AK47.
And when do social
media platforms get involved? I
can’t mention the word “bomb”
in a Facebook post without
several agencies picking it up and
following me. Why not flag the
words “murder,” “suicide” and
“shooting?”
Look,
I’m
not
necessarily opposed to owning a
gun. I went to school in Arizona
for a few years way back when it
was the wild west, and every boy
in high school had a gun rack in
his truck. They were for rifles,
which were for target practice and
hunting varmints. We ourselves
went to the range and did some
shooting. But the only reason
someone buys an AK-47 is to
hunt humans.
I still don’t understand
why they are legal anywhere for
anyone.
In all these incidents
there is also obviously a mental
health issue. We saw that here in
our own backyard years back with
Elliott Rodger, the Woodland

Hills teen who shot up Santa
Barbara. All the warning signs
were there – he had mental health
issues since he was eight years
old. He was 22 when he killed
six students and shot himself.
And as we know, mental
health is also at the forefront with
the homeless issue.
I don’t have any of the
answers. I can only view how
horrific these incidents are, and
speculate on how laws could be
changed to prevent more carnage.
The only way we, as
ordinary citizens, can effect
change? Vote. Tuesday is
the primary election here in
California. Though we don’t have
any gun laws on the ballot, we
have candidates who differ on
issues such as abortion, crime and
the homeless.
Most don’t have the
forum I do in a newspaper column
to air their frustrations. But what
you do have is a pen and a ballot.
If you too, are frustrated
with the way our politicians are
handling the issues that affect
you, vote.
If you too, are worried
about the further restrictions
being put on our civil rights
across the nation, vote.
If you too are tired of
crime and the homeless living on
our streets, vote.
You have the most
powerful tool in all the world in
your hands. The ability to vote
freely for what you believe in,
what you want changed, and what
you want your life, your town,
your state, to look like.
Vote by mail, vote by
drop off, vote in person. This
Tuesday, however you do it, just
get out and vote.
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Pride in Your People

By Miri Rossitto
June is Pride Month
and it is a special and important
moment to celebrate and recognize
our LGBTQ+ community.
From
a
business
perspective, this is the perfect
time to look at your operations,
messaging
and
customer
interactions to ensure that you are
diverse, equitable and inclusive.
The good news is that by
thoughtfully implementing new
ways of engaging with broader
audiences, you will not only be
increasing awareness and activity,
but you will also be building a
more loyal and productive team.
• Focus your efforts on
building a healthy and happy
team. Encourage workshops,
team building exercises, and
happy hours so that your company
is not just a job, but it is also a
place of comradery and support.
The average person
will spend approximately 90,000
hours at work in their life, so
where they work and who they
work with matter very much.
Create a workplace that is
accepting, challenging, and fun
and you will retain talent for
many years to come.
• Observe holidays
of all cultures. Encourage
your employees, partners and
customers to express what
holidays matter to them and then
ask them as to how you can best
acknowledge the event. This will
open lines of communication,
build awareness for everyone,
and shows the respect you have

for the many cultures within your
business.
• Ask for feedback.
Before you can build a better
culture, you must first understand
where the gaps exist. Ongoing
anonymous surveys allow for
employees to share their true
thoughts and feelings without
judgment, and they build
incredible trust, especially when
feedback is listened to and
policies are created as a result

Create a workplace that
is accepting, challenging,
and fun and you will retain
talent for many years to
come.
• Provide internship and
mentor opportunities. The people
in our community, especially
the youth,
need real world
experiences as well as established
and reliable experts to learn
from. Position your business as a
place that provides education and
inspiration, and the community
will celebrate your contributions
handily. Be sure to focus on
attracting all types of people so
that your business reflects the
many different types of people
and communities that it serves.
Pride Month reminds all
of us to live our true lives, exactly
as we are with no shame or guilt.
May this be a reminder to all of us
that we are all different and that is
ok. In fact, it is MORE than ok!!
Our differences are what make us
beautiful and by integrating that
into our business practices, we
make the world more beautiful
too.
Miri
Rossitto
is
founder and CEO of COWE
Communications.
She
can
reached at (818) 970-9177.
Follow
@coweofficial
on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and LinkedIn for more business
tips.

United Chambers to Honor
Small Businesses

The United Chambers
of Commerce will recognize the
outstanding small businesses
nominated by the local member
chambers on Friday, June 3, from
7 to 9:30 am.
Businesses
honored
include Waltona Manion &
Associates (Encino Chamber),
Tifa Chocolates & Gelato
(Calabasas Chamber), Beaver’s
Den Antiques (Woodland Hills
Chamber), We Can Be Heroes
Comics (Chatsworth Porter
Ranch Chamber), Escochecks,
Inc. (Filipino American Chamber
of Greater LA), Law Offices of

Savin & Bursk (Granada Hills
Chamber), Releve Studios (North
Valley Regional Chamber), Studio
City Sherman Oaks News (Studio
City Chamber), Essential Staff
Solutions (Panorama Chamber)
and Priscilla’s Gourmet Coffee
(Sherman Oaks Chamber).
The event will be held
at Woodland Hills Country Club,
21150 Dumetz Road.
Cost is $45 per person
with sponsorships still available.
RSVP at unitedchambers.org.
For further questions,
call 818-981-4491 or email
Marian@unitedchambers.org.

Stern Bridges Divide Between
Caltrans and Encino Residents
The Encino communities
living by three dangerous bridges
over the 101 Freeway will finally
see some progress, as relentless
advocacy prompted State Senator
Henry Stern to act.
As
a
result,
the
California
Department
of
Transportation (Caltrans) recently
announced the expedited removal
of the sagging Encino Avenue
pedestrian overcrossing before
Thanksgiving.
Amestoy
Estates
resident,
Arianna
Ozzanto,
applauded the move by Caltrans,
to take down the Encino Ave.
pedestrian bridge and consider the
removal of another at Amestoy
Avenue and Killion Street, while
focusing on improvements to
Louise Avenue, calling the two
aging overcrossings “structurally
unsound, and pose an unnecessary
taxpayer expense, as well as a
broader public safety challenge
for freeway drivers, housed and
unhoused neighbors alike.”
Longtime
Encino
resident Marshall Barth noted,
“The bridges are deteriorating
and at any moment sections of
cement could fall onto innocent
commuters on the 101 freeway.”
In 2021, Senator Stern
took action through the budget to
ensure the expeditious removal of
the Encino Avenue bridge, while
redirecting the millions saved to
improvements along the Louise
Avenue bridge.
Stern has been working
with fellow San Fernando

Valley transportation advocate,
California
Transportation
Commission
leader,
Hilary
Norton, to have Caltrans work
with the community, as well as
Los Angeles City and County
officials on what Stern calls “a
new vision for a safe, secure,
sustainable Encino.”
The new vision will
focus on an active transportation
plan for the Louise Avenue
bridge, as well as housing, mental
health care and drug treatment for
the unhoused living around the
other bridges.
Louise
Avenue
is
currently unlit, inaccessible
and underutilized by walkers,
bicyclists and wheelchair users,
while parents, students, faculty
and staff at Westmark School
across the 101 seek a safer route
to and from school.
Senator Stern insists
this vision must be broader than
transportation:
“The community has
been given the runaround for years
but Caltrans is now listening and
beginning to pull in our direction.
Upgrading the transportation
infrastructure won’t however,
solve
the
underlying
homelessness challenges in the
area.   I have confidence that
Councilmember Raman will
continue to work diligently to find
housing solutions—now County
needs to step up with treatment
services and housing that heals
for the unhoused in the area with
severe mental illness.”

Los Angeles City has
become the most corrupt city in
America. The June 7 election
will come down to who you can
trust to fight for you. The San
Fernando Valley has 1.7 million
residents and 40% of L.A. voters.
Forty percent of L.A. voters are
still undecided about whom to
elect for mayor.
Can you trust a developer
who gave campaign funds to L.A.
City Councilmembers when 20
percent of them were indicted by
the FBI for corruption?
I’m Mel Wilson, a
CSUN business graduate and AllAmerica/NFL Football player
who grew up in the valley. My
bride of 49 years and I raised our
kids in the Valley. I’ve owned
businesses and received the Star
of the Valley Humanitarian of
the Year award by The Valley
Economic Alliance. I’m the
“Valley Guy” and fought for
valley independence 20 years ago
and secured the San Fernando
Valley’s only light rail project.
Mayors Bradley, Riordan and
Villaraigosa trusted me to get
the job done. Can you trust a
billionaire developer to protect
your single-family neighborhood?
Can you trust career politicians to

fight for you? Can you trust the
DWP who’s squandered $215M
and raised your rates while four
DWP executives pleaded guilty
to corruption?
Key leaders say: “Mel
Wilson is an honorable man of
sterling reputation with a sincere
and kind heart for people. I have
no doubt that Mel would be one
of the best, most effective and
honest Mayors Los Angeles has
ever had,” Val Paniccia, retired
LAPD Commander.
“I know that Mel Wilson
is an honest man who would
serve the people well as Mayor
and would do well to make sure
the valley receives their fair share
of city services,” Dennis Zine LA
City Council, retired.
I have broad San
Fernando Valley support, the faith
community, the housing industry
Southland Regional Association
of Realtors, Conservative Mike
Antonovich, Liberal Caprice
Young, two Native American
Tribes, two LAPD Commanders,
Asians Pacific Islander Chinese,
Filipino, Japanese and Koreans.
Vote for change. Vote
for Mel Wilson, the San Fernando
Valley’s choice for Mayor of Los
Angeles.
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Candidate Statement: Mel Wilson for Mayor

When government breaks down, we're here to help.
Over the last two years, our staff at the Distict Office have:
Processed over 3,000 cases during the pandemic related to
rental assistance and unemployment insurance.
Handled over 5,000 calls providing information to
constituents on topics such as disability insurance, issues with
DMV, and information on Small Business Assistance.

Please call 818.876.3352 to get assistance.
HenrySternCA
@SenHenryStern

Calabasas District Office

5016 N. Parkway Calabasas, Suite 222
Calabasas, CA 91302

https://sd27.senate.ca.gov/
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Summer is Here and That Means
Potential Sunburn Treatment!

HEALTH

A Medicare Advantage plan that does more.

Paul Davis
818-888-0880
paul@pdinsure.com
pdinsure.com

CA licensed since 1984

#0669770
#0M47932

Calling this number will connect you to a licensed independent insurance agent/broker.
Paul Davis Insurance Services is a licensed and certified representative of several
Medicare Advantage [HMO, PPO and PPFS] organizations with Medicare contracts.

Summer is quickly
approaching and with that, many
are flocking outdoors
to enjoy the sunshine
and all the outdoor
activities this beautiful
weather has to offer!
We all do our best to
protect our skin but
sometimes we get
burned without even
noticing until it’s too
late. So what’s the
best method to treat a
sunburn? And how to
combat the effects?
First,
it’s
important to know
exactly what causes
your skin to burn in
the first place. When
skin is exposed to too
much ultraviolet (UV) light, your
body attempts to protect itself by
making melanin, causing your
skin to darken.
Ultraviolet A radiation
causes skin aging, darker spots
and wrinkling, while Ultraviolet
B radiation can result in sunburns.
Lighter skin tones usually get
more severe sunburns because the
skin already has less protective
melanin to begin with. Therefore,
sunburned skin not only gets
redder, but feels hotter and can
be accompanied with headache,
fatigue or fever known as “sun
poisoning.”
If you suffer from these
side effects, doctors recommend
taking an over-the-counter pain
reliever like ibuprofen but to
avoid any pain relief products that
end in -caine, such as lidocaine.
Rather than help the situation,

Your whitest teeth.
Not in three months.
Not in three weeks.
By tonight.
Introducing Zoom!
Professional Teeth Whitening Centers.
The revolutionary new way
to whiten your teeth.

Now there’s a whole new way to whiten your teeth.
Without spending weeks with a bleaching kit or so-called whitening toothpaste.
Zoom!’s remarkable new technology is so effective, it can safely and gently
whiten your teeth to their ultimate natural whiteness - in just one visit.
And the results are guaranteed to your satisfaction. Just call Zoom! today.
And you could have whiter teeth by tonight.

Joseph P. Sciarra, D.D.S.
22554 Ventura Blvd., Suite 102
Woodland Hills 818.224.2970

they can irritate your skin even
further.

While every sunburn is
different, there are many methods
for how to treat sunburn that
will ease redness, swelling and
the uncomfortableness of the
burn.

Ultraviolet A radiation
causes skin aging, darker
spots and wrinkling, while
Ultraviolet B radiation can
result in sunburns.
Perhaps the most wellknown method is the use of aloe
vera for its skin-soothing and
anti-inflammatory effects. Soy
is also an ingredient that can be
found in many moisturizers that
relieve the inflammation. For
sunburns that are overly itchy or
uncomfortable, calamine lotion
is another staple to prevent

scratching the skin and further
irritating it.
While
the
sunburned skin is
still sensitive, it’s
imperative to avoid
hot water and instead,
take cool baths and
showers. Cold water
helps alleviate the
inflammation
while
naturally, hot water
aggravates it. After
bathing, be sure to pat
yourself dry so the
skin can still maintain
as much moisture as
possible as dryness
exacerbates
the
irritation.
As important
as it is to keep the skin
hydrated, it’s equally important
to keep the body hydrated from
within. Drink plenty of water
as a sunburn brings fluids to
the surface of your skin and
can potentially leave you more
dehydrated than usual.
Those seeking more
homeopathic solutions can try
taking oatmeal baths that have
antioxidant properties that are
anti-inflammatory and can aid
itchy skin. Taking a bath steeped
with green tea bags can also see
similar results.
As always, the best
solution is prevention. Wear
sunscreen daily, even when the
weather appears overcast. Stay
out of direct sunlight, which
peaks between 10 am and 4pm
and take breaks out of the sun as
needed. Stay hydrated, stay sun
screened and stay safe.

Metaphysical & Artisan
Marketplace at Encino
Tarzana Library

Healing
Arts
San
Fernando Valley presents “A
Day of Healing”
Metaphysical
and
Artisan
Marketplace
on
Sunday, June 5,
from 12 pm to 5
pm.
Free and
open to the public,
there will be intuitive readers,
healing arts practitioners, artists
with crystals and jewelry, group
healing and meditation.
The marketplace will
take place at the Encino Tarzana
Library (18231 Ventura Blvd.)
and will be held every first Sunday
of the month until November 6.
Healing Arts’ mission
is to introduce a variety of

healing arts modalities to the
San Fernando Valley community
and to provide a
platform for likeminded healing
arts practitioners,
artists and artisans
to expand their
network and grow
their businesses.
Founded
in
January of 2019, Healing Arts
SFV is a trade organization
for heart centered holistic
professionals,
practitioners,
artists, artisans, business owners,
and resource providers and a
community for the purpose of
healing.
For more info, volunteer
and vendor opportunities, visit
healingartssfv.com.
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BOGO $1 CONCENTRATES

COUPON CODE: limewaxvv
ON LIME CONCENTRATES ONLY (EXCLUDES VAPE CARTS)
(one per guest in store only)
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HEALTH

Shop Local, Advertise Local!
Five Papers Covering the San Fernando Valley
Call 818.313.9545
Absolutely Grounded with Conni Ponturo
Workout Anywhere, Anytime!

Enjoy Access to Hundreds of Motivating Videos Including Pilates, Guided Meditation,
Stretching, Daily Doses of Health and Much More on this Membership Site!

absolutelygrounded.com

Recall Roundup: Strawberries
and Jif Peanut Butter

The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) recently
announced a recall on strawberries
that have been linked to an
outbreak of Hepatitis A.
The strawberries that
have been recalled were labeled as
FreshKampo or HEB strawberries
and were sold at Trader Joe’s,
Walmart and Safeway.
Sold between March 5
and April 30, the shelf life has
currently passed but anyone who
has frozen strawberries during
that time is advised to throw
them away. Currently, there
have been 15 reported cases in
California. While no deaths have
been reported, there have been 12
hospitalizations.
Hepatitis A is spread
when a person comes into contact
with an infected individual’s stool
either through improper hand
washing or rinsing of the food
with contaminated water. After
consuming contaminated foods,

an individual may experience
nausea, abdominal pain, vomiting,
fatigue and jaundice. While there
is no treatment for Hepatitis A, the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) recommends
rest and extra hydration.
This produce news
follows the recent announcement
of another food recall, Jif peanut
butter, in relation to a salmonella
outbreak. Among the list of
recalled Jif products were the
creamy, crunchy, reduced fat, and
natural varieties.
To see if your product
was recalled, you’ll need to
check the lot code number on
the packaging. Lot code numbers
1274425 through 2140425 (with
“425” at the end of the first seven
numbers) were recalled, per the
CDC.
Any recalled items
found should be thrown away
immediately to prevent potential
illness upon consumption.

By Janey M. Rifkin
Canine owners and dog
lovers of the world over can
say they’ve known this actual
phenomenon all the time!
Therapy trainers second
the motion that their doggystudents
indeed
“ t a k e
the pain
away” but
the
last
holdout,
hospitals,
are now
r e c ognizing
the value
w h e n
pooch visits patients.
Comforting people in
nursing homes and schools and
even at disaster sites (like the
recent school shooting Uvalde)
have been customary at some
locations, but in hospital recovery
rooms, post-surgery, and for
patients suffering pain as well as
anxiety and depression, therapy
dogs are welcome!
A recent study at the
University of Saskatchewan
reportedly proved the case for
dogs taking the pain away. More
than 200 ER patients recorded
their pain levels. About half
the patients were then given
a 10-minute encounter with a
therapy dog after which both
groups were asked again how
much pain they were in. Sure
enough, 80% of patients visited
by the pooch were then tested
and reported less pain and less

anxiety.

Dogs Take the Pain Away and
Help Patients

MENTION

VALLEY NEWS GROUP
WHEN YOU BOOK TO RECEIVE

BOOK NOW

818-701-5799

SCHEDULE YOUR FACIAL TODAY
SPA SERVICES PERFORMED BY STUDENTS UNDER INSTRUCTOR SUPERVISION IN A TEACHING ENVIRONMENT
OFFER VALID UNTIL DECEMBER 23, 2021. CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNTS.

To a hospital patient,
the environment itself seemed
to contribute to people’s pain as
well as the bright lights and noise.
“Therapy dogs are just
really friendly family pets that
are
so
excited to
visit with
people and
in places
w h e r e
you don’t
typically
have a pet”
exclaimed
trial
cosponsor
Colleen
Dell.
Children’s
hospitals
especially benefit from the
youngsters’ visit from the dog. It
serves as a happy distraction from
the illness that has overtaken the
child.
This study clinically
proved that therapy dogs take
the pain away! This is not to
overlook the family pet, cats and
particularly dogs. In their way,
they attach to family members
showing care, love, and are
usually helpful in their own way.
They are protective, bark to warn
of strangers, and try to please. Cat
purring has even proved healing!
Children that grow up
with family pets learn to respect
and love these remarkable
animals.
Janey Rifkin is a
syndicated writer and longtime
Health Editor of the Valley News
Group.
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WELCOMING THE NEW SHOPS ON THE BLOCK!
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Summer is
Being Served
at Norms!

VALLEY ENTERTAINMENT
N
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The summer season is
officially here! School is over,
the sun is out and that means one
thing...it’s time to grill!
But why go through that
hassle in the heat when BBQ ribs
are back at NORMS for a limited
time?! Your favorite diner is
currently offering St. Louis BBQ
Rib Platters starting from $14.99,
which also includes creamy
coleslaw and fries.
Choose from the options
of Half Rack, Half Rack and Fried
Shrimp, Half Rack and Chicken
Tenders, Full Rack and more!
NORMS
is
also
offereing a rack of Baby Back
Ribs for only $9.99 for take home
only. All you have to do is heat
and serve!
What better way to
satisfy that summer grilling
craving than by patroning your
local NORMS?! Options are
available for a limited time only
so make sure to get those orders
in.
To place an order, visit
norms.com or call your local
Encino location at (747) 2084537.

READY
FOR RIBS!?
STARTING FROM

$14.99

16573 Ventura Blvd | Encino | (747)208-4537

PRESENTED BY

AT WARNER CENTER PARK

P RODUCE D BY

SATURDAY EVENINGS · MOVIES BEGIN AT DUSK
Bring your blankets and the entire family!

August 6

Encanto
r

d fo
Nomina te ree O s c ars !
th

August 13

Paw Patrol:
The Movie

August 20

Cruella

August 27

Jungle
Cruise

ValleyCultural.org · T. 818.888.0822
WARNER CENTER PARK · 5800 Topanga Canyon Blvd., Woodland Hills
SPONSORED BY

Photo: Netflix

This Summer Welcome Letterman
and Guests into Your Schedule

By Katie Sterling
While summer doesn’t
officially begin until midJune, there is no doubt that that
summer feeling has hit the air.
Graduations are rolling out, the
weather is getting hotter and the
majority of your favorite shows
are hitting their hiatus for the
coming months.
We’ve reached that
limbo period, or at least this
viewer has, of feeling a bit
lost on what to watch. What
doesn’t help the matter is the
additional overwhelming feeling
of “senioritis.” Sure, I’ve long
since graduated school but the
start of those summer months
leads to shorter attention spans,
jam-packed social calendars and
overall, the feeling of never being
in one place for too long.
Debuting just in time to
complement that summer state of
mind is the latest season of My Next
Guest Needs No Introduction with
David Letterman. The iconic latenight host is back in this fourth
season with a new onslaught of
celebrity guests including Billie
Eilish, Will Smith, Cardi B, Ryan
Reynolds, Kevin Durant and Julia
Louis-Dreyfus.
In these 40-minute
vignettes, viewers get a more
personal insight into the lives of
celebrities they typically only see
in character on screen. Letterman
visits them either at their homes
or their workplaces to delve into
everything from fame to family
and pivotal moments in their
careers.
By
entering
their
environment, rather than say a
talk-show setting, viewers are
able to peek behind the curtain
for a brief moment and see the
person rather than the persona
that’s typically broadcast to the
world. It can get serious, it can
get funny but, in the end, it never
takes itself too seriously with
moments of breaking the fourth
wall and acknowledgment of

what a ridiculous “day at work”
this is for all of them.
But in this summer state
of mind, the best part is the ability
to watch an episode, enjoy it and
walk away. You don’t have to
remember what happened in the
episode prior, there’s no storyline
that trickles over and frankly,
if you don’t like a particular
celebrity, you can just skip that
episode!

You’ll still laugh, but you’ll
also learn and the ease of
the warm rapport makes
for an interesting viewing in
which you walk away more
personally, than professionally,
impressed with the celebrity
being spotlighted.
It’s an ideal viewing
option when you’re light on time
or attention span. Maybe you’ll
learn a bit more about a celebrity
you’ve always admired or maybe
your opinion may just change
after watching someone in their
respective episode.
My Next Guest Needs
No Introduction feels a bit
podcast-like in its delivery as
tangents seem to reign supreme
and topics are scattered but
seemingly, always returned to.
It’s an opportunity for Letterman
to not necessarily get the jokes
in, but truly delve into personal
aspects in which he inquires and
just sits back and listens.
You’ll still laugh, but
you’ll also learn and the ease of
the warm rapport makes for an
interesting viewing in which you
walk away more personally, than
professionally, impressed with
the celebrity being spotlighted.
With a total of 23 episodes, you’ll
have a slew of guests to entertain
you this summer.
My Next Guest Needs
No Introduction is currently
streaming on Netflix.
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REAL ESTATE

Have a Hot Property in Encino?
Email EncinoEnterprise@gmail.com
First time advertisers also get
accompanying editorial!

CONSTRUCTION
& HANDYMAN
SERVICES

Repairs to Remodels
Garage Conversions
From Demo to Design

On Site Design
& Installation
310.869.9079

Bercsi Development Inc.

Licensed and Insured

Lic# 945461

After...

Nighttrek: What to See
in the June Sky

By Neill Simmons
The highlight of June
is the second “Super Moon” of
the year. The full “Strawberry
Moon” rises on June 14. A super
moon is a full moon that appears
larger than a typical full moon
due to its being closer to Earth.
Many calendars in early history
were based on the Moon’s orbit
around Earth. However, they did
not work that well because the
Moon’s orbit is 27.3 days, thus
the calendars had to be updated
often.
Fun Fact:   On the first
landing on the Moon, the second
astronaut to exit the lander, Buzz
Aldrin, was terrified that if he
closed the door behind him, it
would jam and they would not
be able to get back in and be
stranded on the Moon. When
Buzz left to go outside, he left the
door ajar for the whole two hours
he and Neil Armstrong were on
the Moon.
DAWN PATROL: June
brings us a special event in the
early morning sky - a five planet
view extravaganza. It is a rare
sight to see with the naked eye:
Mercury, Venus,
Mars,
Jupiter, Photo: NASA
and Saturn. All
five planets can
be seen in the
east in order
before sunrise
at 5:45 am. To
get a good view
get up an hour
earlier,
about
4:45 am. The
best
views
are from June
16 until June
27. The thin,
crescent
“Old
Moon”
will
join this group
between the 25th
and 27th.
We look forward to June
for a chance to see the famous
clouds that light up the western
sky two hours after sunset.
These are called the “Noctilucent
Clouds,” that glow after dark.
Please send us an email when
you spot these clouds so we can
spread the news.
The fifth brightest star
is called Vega and is one of our
neighbors on the outer part of
the Milky Way galaxy. Look
northeast just after dark as it is
easy to spot. Vega is the main star
of the constellation “Lyra,” which
looks like a parallelogram.
Another name is the
“Little Harp with a Bright Star.”
In Greek mythology, the god
Apollo gave Orpheus a special
harp which put out magical
sounds that affected everyone
who heard its music.

Binocular
Viewing:
Look to the left of Vega with field
glasses to spot two double stars
right next to each other which is
a great sight!
One of the most popular
formations of stars is the Big
Dipper which is hanging by its
handle in north. To the right is one
star that is always visible, Polaris
the North Star, which is the only
object in the sky that never
moves. Polaris is located within
the “Little Dipper” constellation.
Try to get away from the city
lights to see this. Look straight
up towards the north for a great
sight.

June brings us a special
event in the early morning
sky - a five planet view
extravaganza. It is a rare
sight to see with the naked
eye: Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn.
The International Space
Station (ISS) makes a good pass

over us on Saturday, June 4 at
8:33 pm.
Look northwest as
the ISS moves towards the east.
It will be visible for over six
minutes. Remember the ISS has
no blinking lights like a jet.
Space News: A new
Mars Rover from the European
Space Agency was going to be
launched this year but has been
put on hold. The reason is the
booster rocket is provided by the
Russians.
Vandenberg Space Force
Base plans to launch a rocket in
the afternoon of Friday, June 17th
at 5 pm. Look northwest to watch
as it climbs into space.
When not stargazing,
Neill Simmons is a Wealth
Manager with LPL Financial in
Woodland Hills. If you have any
astronomy or financial questions,
he may be reached at (818) 9362626 or neill.simmons @ lpl.com.
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Hot Property in Encino

Tucked at the end of a
private gated street, this artfully
curated family home sits as the last
house in an exclusive four-home
enclave. This five-bedroom, fourbath residence exudes traditional
elegance with familiar comforts.
A light-filled two-story
foyer welcomes you, outfitted
with high-beamed ceilings and
wonderfully ornate leaded glass
windows. The entry is overlooked
by an open, lofted landing upstairs,
large enough to be reimagined as
a personal study or playroom.
Each bedroom is generously sized
with a walk-in closet, including
a massive primary suite on the
second floor; featuring its own
elevated lounge, fireplace and

equally grandiose ensuite bath.
Follow the richly toned hardwood
floors to a pristine sitting room
and separate dining area, ideal for
entertaining. A detailed kitchen
connects to a sizable family room.
Complete with a built-in bar and
fireplace, the space perfectly
accommodates social gatherings.
With private access
from Hayvenhurst, the residence
offers a unique opportunity to
conveniently experience Encino’s
best restaurants, schools, shops
and entertainment - while feeling
miles away from the hustle and
bustle. Reduced to $1,798,000
Listed by John Bercsi
DRE#01020734 Compass 310409-6667.

GET ONE MONTH FREE*
*

With a Year’s Lease ~ On Approved Credit ~ All Properties Subject to Availability

16 Outstanding Valley Properties to Choose From
→

Specializing in 500-2500 sq. ft. of office space

→

FREE tenant & guest parking in all buildings (excluding 6200 Canoga Ave.)

→

Month-to-Month & Yearly Leases Available

gelbgroup.net
6200 Canoga Avenue, Suite 201
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

Serving the Valley since 1971
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PRESENTING SPONSORS

SUNDAY EVENINGS · 5:30 PM–8 PM
June 19

July 24

Original R&B
Emerging Artists

Oh What a Night!

A Musical Tribute
to Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons

featuring Terrell Edwards and more!

July 31

June 26

Jumping Jack Flash

24K Magic

A Tribute to The Rolling Stones

A Tribute to Bruno Mars

August 7

Monday, July 4

The Tribe’s
“One-Hit Wonders!”

August 14
Billy Nation

A Tribute to Billy Joel

July 10

August 21

A Tribute to Journey

A Tribute to Queen

DSB (Don’t Stop Believing)

Queen Nation

July 17

August 28

A Tribute to Led Zeppelin

The Spirit of Earth, Wind & Fire

Led Zepagain

Kalimba

5:30 PM–6:15 PM

ValleyCultural.org • Hotline: 818.888.0822
Warner Park · 5800 Topanga Canyon Blvd., Woodland Hills
Lineup subject to change.

